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The global market for “green chemistry” 
is projected to grow at a 6.6.% compound 
annual growth rate through 2030.1

Sustainable Products 
and Practices

Chemical manufacturers and wholesale 
distributors are not immune from 
the pressure to develop “greener” 
business practices and products. Driven 
by a growing chorus of consumer 
demand, the chemical industry is 
recognizing the need for developing 
and implementing sustainable and 
environmentally responsible products 
and processes.
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According to its most recent 
Corporate Responsibility 
Report, as Target Corp.’s 
chemical transparency goal 
is still in progress.2 

The Role of Retailers

Every step in the supply chain will be examined, 
driven in part by the efforts of retailers. Target Corp., 
the nation’s tenth-largest retailer3, announced 
a goal of attaining “full visibility” of chemicals 
contained in many products on its shelves.4 Chemical 
manufacturers doing business with Target will have 
to document product components and ingredients as 
well as where and how raw materials were obtained. 
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“Natural” or botanically derived 
beauty products are expected to 
be the fastest-growing segment 
of the skin care market for the 
foreseeable future.5
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A ‘Natural’ Frustration

While food has dominated the organic and “natural” 
consumer push until now, that interest is spreading 
into chemical manufacturing to include a variety 
of products, particularly personal care and beauty 
products. Frustrating chemical manufacturers is the 
fact that there remains no legal definition within the 
beauty industry for the terms “natural” and “organic.”



Tech Support

Chemical manufacturers can turn to 
technology to improve sustainability. 
Manufacturers who recognize the 
value of automated documentation 
through technology give themselves 
a competitive advantage, while rapid 
advances are putting a growing 
number of game-changing tools 
within firms’ grasps.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) optimizes energy 
efficiency, it can significantly reduce 
manufacturers’ energy use and expense.



Companies quantify benefits 
across the value chain and 
factor them into pricing 
and marketing to ensure a 
sufficient payoff.

The Case for Sustainability  

Chemical manufacturers have used the 
following approaches to determine where 
eco-friendly practices will create value6:

Production methods change to address 
sustainability.

Products are redesigned with materials 
to improve sustainability. 

Focus is on developing new, sustainable 
offerings. 

Products are altered to provide benefits 
such as reduced waste or emissions. 
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Interested in Learning More?  
Read Our Final eBook on the 
Chemical Manufacturing Trends: 

Keeping Pace with Changing 
Regulations in Chemical 
Manufacturing

Alithya is a leading strategy and digital technology company, with over 3,000 highly skilled 
professionals delivering solutions across Canada, the US and Europe. Alithya’s Microsoft 
practice covers a wide array of capabilities, including Dynamics, Azure, business analytics, 
digital solutions, advanced analytics, application development and architecture. Our combined 
companies have helped more than 1,500 organizations optimize their Microsoft Dynamics 
solution to grow, evolve and transform their businesses. Alithya is in the top 1% of Microsoft 
Dynamics partners worldwide, and we’ve won more than 20 awards and earned 5 Gold 
Certifications from the company. Whether you’re considering the factory of the future or need 
customer engagement, sales, finance or industry-specific solutions, Alithya helps you make the 
most of your Microsoft investment.
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